Reece Group - Work Shadowing
What you did whilst you were there

- Welcoming
- Reece Group overview
- Shop-floor tour of Pearson Eng. and Responsive Eng.
- Presentations giving insight to different aspects of the company
- Helpful tips from the Head of HR Responsive Eng.
The company is large however is diversified into smaller specialised companies.

The sub-companies are created to be complementary to each other.

Reece group is the blanket name for the combination of:

- Pearson engineering
- Responsive engineering
- Reece innovations
- Minewolf systems
- Velocity engineering
- Continuous retorts
Roles observed

- Various Production Managers at Responsive Engineering
- Paul Chubbock, Chartered Mechanical Engineer at Pearson Engineering
- Dan Stokes, Continuous Development Manager at Responsive Engineering
- Nicola Irving, Head of Marketing at Pearson Engineering
- Alison Reynolds, Head of HR at Responsive Engineering
How this experience will help you going forward

- New careers that previously weren’t aware of or had considered
- Possible work experience with the Reece group
- May have changed potential future career plans
- More streamlined approach to applying for work placements – help us stand out